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Vine is an origin or companion in Divinity: The Original Sin 2. The default Lohse class is Enchanter. History of origin All my life I was a performer, a musician; loved and celebrated by all. But I have a secret: I'm also a playground for sprites and spirits and ... Worse. The voice that rings inside me is darker now than any that came before. Almost caused a
bunch of my fans to rip each other to pieces... But you can trust me: I have everything under control. Step one: Find out who - or what - is trying to take control of my mind. Step two: Make it a pity he's ever tried. Lohse Information You've Never Been Normal: a mind playground for demons, a body prone to violent episodes. The Divine himself could not save
you, can you save yourself? The official video of Larian Studios' attention can be found here. Location If you don't choose Lohse as origin, it is located next to the shrine inside Fort Joy. Talents Special Ability To Encourage Maddening Song Lohse quest This quest is automatically acquired when playing as a Lohse. Find and talk to an elf named Sahaila in
the Caves. Lohse will try to kill Saheila (regardless of subsequent persuasion checks), so you will need to step in and fight her. Note that most NPCs in the cave will attack you. However, the battle will end as soon as Sahaeila dies. Almost everyone will leave the Caves if you do so though, so you won't be able to complete any quests related to NPCs here
after this point, so be careful in deciding to kill Saheila. You will lose a lot of attitude (-95) with Saheila if you attack her and she can leave, so be sure to increase her attitude before or after talking to her. Also, allowing Lohse to take the damage and get low on Vitality also stop the fight. Sahelia will survive and will continue to speak to Lochse using this
approach. However, you will still lose the attitude with the NPC to all party members who participated in the fight, so it is recommended for your party to leave the cave except Lohse. If Vine is your companion, your character has a choice between attacking Vine or Sahayla while talking to Sahayla. The attack on sahaeila leads to a fight with the rest of the
NPC in the cave. But siding with Sahaila will cause Lochse to become hostile. In order to soothe her, just reduce its viability enough to trigger the next dialogue. In addition, you can leave the cave during the battle. All NPC will remain alive in the cave, and Sahaeila will continue the dialogue with Lochse. In the Fort Joy holding cell, you can find a dwarf named
Sillick, he invites Vine to meet his master in the north of Driftwood. Near the house in Closterwood, there is a demon hunter named Jahan, he agrees to help Vine with her situation, she will agree to help him with his mission first. See The Huntsman wicked Things quest. On the bloody mun muen kill the lawyer after you have dealt with members of the Black
Ring. After you kill the Advocate, throw the Vision of the Spirit and talk to the Spirit of the Tree to find out Jahan's name after. (First, you need to know the name of the tree. The entrance to the Sanctuary tell Jahan that the Advocate is dead and you have the name of the demon to complete the search. If Vine is with you, Jahan will try to cure her, but he will
fail. He agrees to join you on Lady Revenge and encounter a demon later. The rest of the description below can be found in the Orders of the Doctor. The demon is in the city of Arks (Act 4) when you arrive, talk to Jahan, and he will reveal his plans to try to defeat the demon alone, after that you also need to talk to Maladi so that the party can meet her at the
doctor's house. If you want to enter the doctor's house, you must do something first, either you kill Isabelle (female dwarf) or free Archa inside Lord Kemma's Vault. When you receive an invitation to go to the doctor's house (Black House) and at the entrance you will meet Maladi again. Talk to her and she will teleport you to the dimension of the demon, while
you come across candles, each containing the soul of the victim of a demon lodged inside. Then you are given a choice: sniff candles or not. Moral decisions aside, sniffing out candles makes wrestling much, much easier, but provides less XP. Choosing what to do with candles, go inside and try to kill the nurses first, as they will continue to polish the demon
with haste and strengthening (each nurse has virtually no physical armor, which makes physical attacks incredibly effective). Once you defeat all the nurses talk to the doctor and he will show his true form on his first turn. Try to use your source as fast as you can, since it can consume yours. Once you defeat the demon there is a small surprise for you from
Lohse. You can go to the doctor's basement (inside a room filled with corpses) and find Jahan locked inside. There are also cabinets locked with magic, but luckily your lockpicks can still unlock them. One of the cabinets gives the armor of the Kwin, which gives you the ability to fly. Lohse Tags Images Lohse Divinity: The Original Sin 2 has been for two years
and continues to be one of the best-selling RPG strategy adventure games on Steam. You take on the role of a prisoner sorcerer and must make your way to freedom, either alone or with the help of your comrades. When completing your lone wolf style adventure is a good challenge, it is always more fun to have company with you. You will get a great
benefit from a larger party with a diverse set of skills, as well as will approach different characters. In fact, everything available for romance, but some are better than others. 12 Red Prince Red Prince lizard lizard Blood. He was going to be the next emperor of his people, but was exiled and now the fugitive is set to restore his position on the throne. He is a
class fighter and one of the many assets that he brings to your party is now being able to dig without using a shovel. Unfortunately, there is no true romance to be had with him, because he will most consider you his slave, while his love is reserved for someone at home. That's why he's undoubtedly the worst companion to romance. 11 As a romance his first
step is to talk to Stingtail and then to Bahara at the Amadia Sanctuary. As soon as you leave the island and Fort Joy to get to Driftwood, talk to the ghost of the dreamer at Stonegarden Cemetery. Later next to the Red Princess camp, you must let the Red Prince mate with the Red Princess, after which she will disappear. It must be found and released in Arks
after a quest that sends you secretly to the consulate. To release it requires a swombreaker, after which the Red Prince will give birth to a dragon. 10 Fane Fane is one of the most unique characters in the game, as it is undead. With his special mask he is able to take the face of anyone around him, or else he must keep his face hidden. He comes across as
quite cranky and rude, but he is the subject of a lot of bias and hatred. Ultimately, he only wants to learn the story of Rivello and understand the world around him. He's a Wizard, and at the end of your journey, despite your romance he chooses to go out and explore, making him a less ideal choice. 9 As a romance of it to find phane in Fort Joy you need to
go through a hidden path north of Fort Joy. Inside the fort itself, you will need to kill Kniles Flenser and pick up the face of the Ripper. Outside the fort, you will encounter Windego again, and after dealing with it you can pick up the Fan mask from Shapeshifter. Make sure he's with you when you visit Blackpits after escaping Fort Joy Island. In order to keep his
attitude positive towards you, make sure you never accidentally use a healing potion or spell on it because it will hurt him. One of Fan's colleagues in Arks will try to convince him to become Divine so that he can regain his appearance, but you have to convince him to reverse in Lucian's crypt. 8 Beast Beast is a talented Battlemage and a fearsome class
fighter of Barbarian. He's a bit of a rebel of his kind, and he's trying to wage war against the dwarf queen. However, the queen destroyed his rebellion and the outing of the beast as a nomad. Now he is determined to return to her and put an end to the quarrel once and for all. He's an excellent storyteller and will have something compelling to say on almost
any occasion. That being said, at the end of your journey all we really know is that it offers you a story and, ready to go about his own life, without us. 7 How romance his beast has one of the storylines to complete. You'll find it in Fort Joy, on the west side of the island. Even better if it's in your party you'll get the key to Fort Joy prison if you visit the fort arena.
In Driftwood, make sure he is with you when you visit Lohar, located in the undertavern. The most important part of his search and the main part of it will be in The Arks, where you need to help him with queen Justinia. It's up to you what her fate will be, but keep in mind the beast's problems when making your choice. 6 Lose Lose is a talented singer and
artist. However, she carries a dark secret with her. She is obsessed with a dark demon who sometimes takes control of her. Much of her personal story revolves around trying to figure out who and what this demon is, but also ensuring that she doesn't lose hope in herself. It is important to maintain her attitude by encouraging her. She charms with a powerful
set of spells, and at the end of your journey she seems happy to come along with you wherever you go, making her a pretty good version of romance. 5 As a romance demon her Lohse will first prove herself when meeting Sahaila. During the ensuing battle, you should not harm Saheila, but instead drain the viability of Lohse enough not to kill her, but to
cause the next event. In Fort Joy prison, one of the inmates will call you to look for Jahan, a companion from the previous game Divinity: The Original Sin. The quest takes you to Bloodmoon Island, where after killing the Advocate you will discover the name of the demon she is tormenting. The last battle against the demon will take place in Arks, where he will
first prove himself as a Doctor. 4 Ifan Ben-Mezd Egan - a former crusader, left as a mercenary. He works for a group of mercenaries known as the Lone Wolves. During his service under Lucian the Divine, he was ordered to use Deathfog as a weapon that killed countless people. As a result, he now wants revenge on The Son of Lucian and generally
despises the Divine. Ifan is a Wayfarer and can summon the wolf to help him in battle. Depending on the choices you make at the end, he will either despise you or love you. 3 As he romances him in Fort Joy, the first step to completing his quest is to talk to Saleskar outside the fort. At the Sanctuary of Amalia, Ifan must speak to Gareth, and on board Lady
Revenge may speak to Bishop Alexander. On the reaper's coast, you will be attached to a character known as Rust, who will inform you of Alexander's whereabouts. After killing his contract on Alexander can be taken away on his body, and ethan's quest is complete when he is killed. Keep in mind that if you decide to make Lucian divine again Ifan will
despise you at the end. 2 Sebille Sebille isn't exactly the most beautiful of the characters out there, but her bad attitude is just a side effect of working as a slave lizards for most of his life. Sebille was controlled by the mysterious character of the Master, who beckoned her to kill a kind. She managed to free herself, but now wants revenge. She is a rogue, and
ultimately the best companion to have is not only because of her strong skill set, but also because of how loving and faithful she is once you get her trust. No matter what choice you make in the end, Sebille's loyalty will lie with you. 1 As romance her main task is to reach the Master who tormented Sebille. To start your quest, you need to let her meet and kill
Stingtall in Fort Joy. Once you find Roost, he will tell you that the Master is on an unnamed island. Her quest really comes to an end only after you find and kill Prince of Shadows, who is also her former Master. Finally, you need to destroy the mother tree on the island so that the elves are free, but also ensure Sebille can go away for free. NEXT: 10 best firstperson shooters ever made (according to Metacritic) The next 10 best Ubisoft characters ever, Ranking Related Topics Lists Divinity: Original Sin 2 About Author Anastasia Maillot (206 Articles Published) Read more from Anastasia Maillot Maillot
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